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Abstract: Due to the differences in locality, ethnicity, environment and culture, architecture has an
obvious and sustainable cultural specificity. Even in the era when modernism swept the world, this
specificity still exists, and its sustainability stems from the gene of architectural cultural specificity—
the national deep-rooted nature. This paper puts forward the concept of the national deep-rooted
nature of architecture with the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture as the starting
point. Then, the connotation of cultural specificity and national deep-rooted nature of architecture
is explained in detail, and the relationship between contemporary architectural creative thinking
and national deep-rooted nature is widely explored and discussed in depth. A theoretical research
framework of contemporary architectural creation is constructed in which the national deep-rooted
nature is regarded as the main line, and the architectural form, space, aesthetic creation consciousness
are regarded as the basis.
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1. Introduction

Cultural specificity is an academic issue in many research fields. Since the expansion
of contemporary architecture worldwide, modern architecture has been transferred from
regional “national character” to globalized “universalization” [1,2]. Currently, with the
leadership of frontier technology and economic demands, architecture with high tech-
nology, ecological architecture, virtual architecture and other creation consciousnesses
and concepts have been widely integrated into the design of architecture and the cultural
attribute of architecture has been melted and weakened by science and technology and
rational thinking [3–5]. Furthermore, in terms of the cultural attributes of contemporary ar-
chitecture, we always highlight whether the architecture has cultural specificity, or whether
the architecture has national character or ethnicity [6,7]. However, the basis for solving
the problems is to clarify the problems as follows: why does architecture have cultural
and national attributions, what factors affect them, and why is contemporary architecture
inseparable from these attributes. To solve the above problems, we are required to dis-
cuss the intermediate gene to maintain the architectural cultural specificity—the national
deep-rooted nature of the indigenous peoples in the location of the architecture, which
makes contemporary architecture and architecture in any future era continue to have
cultural specificity.

In this paper, the cultural specificity of architecture refers to the differences of various
architectural cultures in regional climate characteristics, ecological environments, and
characteristics of designers, such as their thinking ways, values, religious beliefs, and the
angle of observing things [8]. The national deep-rooted nature of architecture refers to the
original motivation and stable thinking ways of a national group for long-term creation,
and the architectural style and features gradually formed in practice. The national deep-
rooted nature refers to the special material in the national core, which is considered that
it is not reflected through people’s subjective consciousness, but some physical material
from the original ecology at the beginning of national formation is retained in the blood
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of each member of the nation. It presents the natural environment, ethnic origin, way
of thinking, and values of each individual, making it continuously different from other
ethnic groups to form cultural specificity. To clearly show the sustainable culturally specific
gene of contemporary architecture—the national deep-rooted nature, and provide a novel
research idea for improving contemporary architectural culture theory, this paper uses the
formal logic deduction method to understand the relationship between cultural specificity
and the national deep-rooted nature of architecture, and how they affect each other.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Put forward the concept of the national deep-rooted nature of contemporary architec-
ture, and analyze the relationship with architectural cultural specificity.

(2) Use the formal logic deduction method to analyze the point of view of this paper, put
forward the concept of national deep-rooted nature, with typical cases as material,
through specific analysis, anatomy, judgment, and then association with the cultural
specificity of architecture to obtain the reasoning point.

(3) Find out the specific manifestations of contemporary architectural culture caused by
national deep-rooted nature, determine their performance factors such as national
emotion, culture cognition and national rationality, and judge the correlation with
variables in architectural form, space, and aesthetics.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Cultural Specificity

Research on cultural specificity is mainly from the perspective of sociology, which
covers many disciplines. What is the significance for the concept of cultural specificity?
People’s intuitive impression is the universal symbol of the different ethnic groups, such
as language, way of thinking, social culture, behavior and habits, etc. [9]. However, when
we are required to definitely and normatively point out its concept, we are able to find out
many standpoints.

In the 18th century, the philosophers and writers of France and Germany discussed
the problems of cultural specificity. For example, Immanuel Kant talked about the ele-
gance of the French and the impetuous nature of British [10]. Montesquieu wrote in his
famous book on The Spirit of Laws: “The climate, history, religion, customs and other
external factors are regarded as forming elements of the national general spirits while
the heritage element is not considered.” Montesquieu thinks that people are the same in
essence [11]. The interpretation of cultural specificity by cultural anthropology highlights
the achievements of theoretical construction. The idea of “cultural mode” put forward
by American anthropologists Ruth Benedict has a strong sense of logic. She thinks that
“For culture, we should suppose a huge arc of potential human purposes and motivations
. . . ; as a kind of culture, its unification depends on a certain segment of the huge arc.
Every human society in every region has made relevant selection in its own customs and
culture. [12]” The historical evolution of culture is a process of melting and conflicting. In
the process of national development, some substances are selected, absorbed, gradually
institutionalized, rationalized and standardized; furthermore, they are also strengthened as
the behavioral and psychological characteristics, while other substances are suppressed,
discarded, and excluded so that they have lost overall value and meaning. An ideal style, a
kind of behavior and mental model are gradually formed in the process of integration and
cohesion [13]. Finally, the so-called cultural specificity is formed.

In recent years, some scholars have understood cultural specificity from the rela-
tionship between social needs and culture. For example, scholars who study from the
perspective of originality and cultural specificity of contemporary visual art believe that
“The visual industries are not created for pleasure and entertainment as much as they are
created to reflect the human knowledge of the universe and life . . . they are a kind of meta
knowledge and we see them enter in the society of knowledge in all their manifestations
and results on a manner that can be an expression for cultures with their varied and mul-
tifaceted characteristics” [14]. Scholars who study the expression of ethnic and cultural
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differences in language believe that, “language is a way to express the differences of tradi-
tions and beliefs in different countries” [15]. Scholars who study the cultural differences
of emotion and tactile sensation believe that “Further understanding of cultural contexts
has led to the pursuit of understanding personality on levels beyond concepts of inherent
behavior . . . personality is the result of more culturally specific characteristic adaptations
influenced by society, culture, motives, drives, and coping mechanisms” [16].

Some Chinese scholars think that the cultural specificity shows the subject conscious-
ness of humanistic spirits, the difference between the psychological characteristics, behav-
ioral patterns, traditional customs, ways of thinking, cultural orientation, and other aspects.
Different cultural models shape and affect people’s beliefs, behavioral patterns and ways of
discussing the world and their own experiences. Moreover, the difference will also display
its own feature of persistent continuation, some kind of particularity of variation caused
by cultural conflicts and melting with the development and evolvement of nations and
countries. Finally, it is also referred to as “national culture” [17–19].

To sum up the above key points, we are able to say that the cultural specificity is
manifested as the life customs, behavior and way of thinking, psychological quality and
emotional experience defined and restricted within a scope which is formed by a nation in
the long living experience and practice and manifested by a particular behavioral pattern.
In the contemporary context, it is regarded as the integration form of social members. It
can also be seen that ethnic and regional culture are the important embodiment of ethnic
spirit. The above research is the summary of expression forms of cultural specificity made
by national scholars and social scholars, and also involves the reasons for its formation.
However, in the field of architectural creation, it is superficial and rigid because they are
not able to understand and explain the creation process of the architecture. Therefore,
we combine the thinking ways of architectural creation to obtain the genes that maintain
the cultural specificity of architecture, and put forward the concept that architecture has
national deep-rooted nature.

2.2. Cultural Specificity of Architecture

What is the cultural specificity of architecture? Scholars all over world all have a
perfect explanation and elaboration for cultural specificity of architecture. In the Western
society of the 18th century, the German philosopher Hagel has deeply discussed this
issue. He thinks that art is marked with national spirit while the real art of architecture
is the external existing style of the spirit [20]. French historian Taine has highlighted the
restricting role of three factors of race, environment and age in “Philosophy of Art” on
art. Furthermore, he also thinks that nation is the “internal power” for the development of
art [21].

Studies on the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture are mostly carried out
by looking at the diversity and differences of architectural culture, such as explaining this
phenomenon from the perspective of architectural culture comparison. Korean scholars
made a comparative study of architectural conceptions between the East and the West [22],
and Shao J. studies Chinese ancient geomantic theory (Feng Shui theory) and Greek and
Roman urbanism [23].

Since the 1920s, the issue of cultural specificity of architecture has been gradually
highlighted in China. There were extensive and in-depth discussions on it in Chinese archi-
tecture field. For example, Zhang Qinnan, Hou Youbin, and Chen Zhihua have respectively
elaborated the cultural connotation of architecture from the aspects of Chinese characters,
national character and local culture. Their points of view are: “The cultural specificity of
architecture of China refers to the classical and conventional architecture which has repre-
sented the orthodox of the nation. Its biggest charm is the memory of the traditional art of
architecture” [24]; “In the development history of a nation, the characteristics of common
region, language, common culture, social and economic life have been gradually formed.
In terms of the form of architecture, a variety of cultural characteristics are distinct from
that of other groups. Moreover, in the architecture, the custom and system, religious belief,
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cultural and psychological behavior norms and ideal pursuit of the specific national groups
are manifested [25]”. Some contemporary Chinese scholars focused this issue from the
relationship between traditional culture and architectural culture, such as the three major
ideological systems that affect the traditional Chinese architectural culture: the functional
thoughts, ritual thoughts and philosophical thoughts of the unity of heaven, earth and
man [26]. Some scholars reflected that the contemporary city’s styles are similar, hoped
to integrate regional traditional culture into architectural design, and put forward some
suggestions on the development of regional architecture using cultural specificity [27].

If the above points of views are summed up, it is thought that the cultural specificity of
architecture is actually the styles and feature of architecture formed in the long-term creation
and practice for specific groups in specific area. It is based on the national character of
culture, that is to say the tradition of architecture. It is also defined as the value orientation
used to maintain and develop the national architectural culture. Moreover, it is the sum
of the national collective thinking and consciousness manifested by architectural form,
space and other tangible objects. It has strong cultural sustainability. When confronting the
pressure of a dominating foreign culture, we are able to maximize the integration of the
foreign culture through the selection of destinations so as to endow the architecture with
new forms in the core of national culture and realize the revival of cultural specificity.

The above studies generally discuss the cultural specificity of architecture. No scholars
have explained why architecture has cultural or national attributes, and it is the key
to architectural cultural attributes. Only by understanding the key genes to maintain
the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture, can we judge the future road of
architectural design and creation.

3. Research Method

Compared with previous studies, the innovation of this study lies in the use of the
formal logic deduction method to explain the concepts of architecture. The basic law of
formal logic deduction is the law of thinking, not the law of cultural research. Cultural
specificity itself does not exist to follow the same thinking process. The role of the formal
logic deduction method is to ensure the certainty of thinking. Only when thinking has
certainty can it correctly reflect the world and exchange ideas. Any correct theory conforms
to the logic law, and the correctness of the theory can also be deduced using the logic law.
Formal logic is a method to study thinking, and it is a deduction process of putting forward
concepts, judging and reasoning views, which is in line with the research thinking pattern
of this paper. (Figure 1) This study first puts forward the concept of national deep-rooted
nature of contemporary architecture, and through literature review and analysis of cul-
tural specificity of architecture, the key factor to maintain the specificity of architecture
culture—cultural nationality is extracted. Then, based on the variables of architectural form
elements, the ethnic root characteristics of architectural culture are put forward and further
the national deep-rooted nature of contemporary architecture is proposed and analyzed.
Combined with creative design factors such as form, space and aesthetics of contemporary
architecture and national deep-rooted expression such as national emotion, cultural cogni-
tion and aesthetic ideal, it is deduced that the unique cultural specificity of contemporary
architectural creation is the accumulation of national psychological unconsciousness and a
dynamic process of conscious and unconscious.

In addition, this paper also uses the typical case study method, takes the typical
architectural cases as the examples, analyzes and decomposes the specific problems in the
architectural culture, and then carries out the connection with the national deep-rooted
nature to obtain the research purpose. In this paper, the works of some representative archi-
tects in China, Japan, and Europe are used as analysis cases. The cases in China and Japan
are obtained by field trips, and the European cases are obtained through Internet inquiry.
The methods of induction, classification and comparison, and analysis of typical works
are adopted, so as to have a comprehensive understanding of contemporary architectural
culture. Through the collation of architectural examples, we have chosen architectural
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works from 1960 to 1980 with 36 in Europe, 48 in Japan, and 15 in China. There are 63 in
Europe, 112 in Japan, and 120 in China from 1981 to 2000. There are 108 works in Europe,
201 in Japan and 215 in China from 2001 to 2020. The main cases in this paper focus on those
from 2001 to 2020 and these are the latest architectural works, which reflect the specificity
of architectural culture and have more cutting-edge value of research.
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4. The Theoretical Construction of National Deep-Rooted Nature of
Contemporary Architecture

If we try to figure out why contemporary architecture is endowed with cultural
specificity, we are required to start from the resource of national culture. The factor for
its generation is the deep-rooted nature with nation as the orientation. Therefore, what is
the national deep-rooted nature? If the cultural specificity is the conscious and subjective
manifestation of humanistic spirits, the national deep-rooted nature is the instinct gene for
human race and the manifestation of the unconscious behavior of the subject and “tacit
knowledge” [28,29]. National culture is just the superficial product of the gene, which is
the standard to distinguish different nations, while the national deep-rooted nature is the
gene of the standard.

National deep-rooted nature was researched in an early period in Japanese academic
fields. In Japanese, it is called “the origin of a nation” [30]. The corresponding concept of the
national deep-rooted nature is ethnicity, race, national character, national spirit and so on,
in the Western academic languages. They are mainly researched and elaborated on from the
perspective of the ontology of philosophy. For example, the American scholar Robin Cohen
and other scholars of theory of national origin think that the national character is endowed
by nature and it is existing in language, the field, the common national psychology, the
recognizable national identity, and other objective entities [31]. The Swiss psychologist Carl
Jung thinks that race is the nature which is accumulated by our ancestors and emerged in
our memory base, affecting us from time to time whether we admit it or not [32]. The British
scholar Stephen Fenton thinks that national character is actually the social construction for
the social members with the same culture and blood, as well as the logic connotation of
classification system constructed around them.

The national deep-rooted nature has appeared in the Chinese traditional philosophy
in the early time. It is defined as the one with the nature and essence of ethnical group. The
so-called root means growing by root. Sun Xingyan has cited and interpreted the words
of Ma Rong of the Han Dynasty: “It is hard for plant to root as the root is the basis for
food which is called hundreds of grains” [33]. In modern academic circles, the deep-rooted
nature is actual a neutral word. It does not come from rational deliberation but it is an
instinctive and unconscious behavior manifested in the substance in the blood of each
member [34]. Therefore, cultural specificity is formed in different nations which have
the specific different psychological characteristics, way of thinking, traditional customs,
cultural orientation, ways of behavior and the pursuit of the ideal.
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If architectural culture is the manifestation of the subject consciousness of humanistic
spirits of the builder, the national deep-rooted nature is actually the instinctive gene of
subject consciousness. National character is the superficial product of the gene and it is
endowed with the display feature of architectural forms. However, what is reflected by
the national deep-rooted nature of architecture is the original diving force created by an
ethnic group and stable principle of thinking. Therefore, the national deep-rooted nature
of contemporary architecture refers to the special substance in national core. It is not
manifested by the subjective consciousness but it is a physical substance in the blood of
each member which is the original ecology in the early formation of the nation. It displays
the natural environment of each individual, blood of the ethnic group, population, language
and so on so as to make them continuously distinguished from that of other nations.

The concept “national deep-rooted nature of architecture” put forward from the
perspective of national deep-rooted nature and creative thought of architecture is the
so-called original tradition of architecture which affects the form, space, aesthetics, and
so on of the architecture so that the architecture is able to return to its original cultural
state unconsciously when confronting with the invasion of foreign dominating culture.
It is also endowed with an instinctive and unconscious behavior. Due to its attachment,
cognition, and sense of belonging to its own ethnic group and the common culture, the
deep-rooted nature of architecture has a strong grass-root nature which is unparalleled
strong and rigid. To see it from the development history of human culture, the reason for
the manifestation of a national character is that when the foreign and powerful civilization
is making the national culture of its own slump into a crisis, it will make an instinctive
reaction to stimulation while it is not a deliberation based on rational thinking. Therefore,
it is endowed with the ideological tendency of the subject’s unconscious. What must
be explained is that the national deep-rooted nature architecture will never exclude the
national parts of the foreign architectural culture completely, but it must be in line with the
original culture of the nation.

The deep-rooted nature of architecture belongs to the sustainable collective or group
unconsciousness, the experience within the nation, as well as the tacit knowledge. It is no
longer coming from the individual impulse of the architect and his desire, but from the
dissemination of architecture creation consciousness made by the traditions and habits
of the creators in a long time accumulation. It will make the architect form a stable and
sustainable psychological state in practicing process of architecture creation which has
been gradually formed as “foresight” and “potential” to distinguish the ways of creative
thinking, value concept and ideal pursuit of other nations. Therefore, it also restricts the
practice and value orientation of architectural creation of the nation it belongs to.

To some extent, the architectural consciousness, which is self-generated and self-
surpassing, is actually the essence for one kind of architecture to survive. The stimulation
of creativity and the promotion of creation realm for architects first come from the cognition
and respect of their own national spirits. When the architects are not able to surpass the
limitations of architectural creation and realize their value, they must be melted into a
general national culture or spirit for self-confirmation so as to obtain a sense of belongings
of emotion and spiritual support.

Generally speaking, the national deep-rooted nature of architecture is not seen very
frequently in the works of modern architectural theory or papers as a concept. There
are two common forms: one is the discussion of global consciousness and root-seeking
consciousness when researching the variety of modern architecture. The second one is the
discussion of ideology formed when researching the nationalization of architecture.

5. The Features of National Deep-Rooted Nature of Architectural Culture
5.1. The National Deep-Rooted Nature Is Universal

There are obvious features for the national deep-rooted nature of architectural culture
which have made us definitely know of its existence. First, the national deep-rooted nature
of contemporary architecture has pervasive characteristics which are manifested in two
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aspects. On the one hand, as a sustainable gene, the national deep-rooted nature is the core
for the generation of the architectural creative thinking of the nation. Furthermore, it is
manifested in the specific forms and aesthetics of architecture and the creative thinking
and ideas are recognized by the masses, so it is the origin of national cognition and sense
of belonging. On the other hand, it refers to the cultural specificity possessed by any an
architecture which is different from other architectures because of the difference between its
own natural environment and historical encounters and experience. This cultural specificity
is endowed by nature and it is also connected to the root of the creators. Moreover, it will
never change because the creator is born in a foreign land or the architecture is completed
in a foreign land. For example, the Japanese Miho Museum designed and created by the
Chinese architect Ieoh Ming Pei is filled with tranquility, nature, and special attributes of the
unique Chinese style [35]; the China National Grand Theatre designed by French architect
Paul Andreu uses an island to imply and express the romance of French people [36,37]; the
Langen Foundation Museum of Art designed by the Japanese architecture Tadao Ando uses
the empty space experience to show the Japanese national character and Shinto worship [38].
Although in these architectures, the local culture has been taken into careful consideration,
the mastering and sublimation of essence of the “community” where the designers have
been living are also unconsciously embodied (Table 1).

Table 1. The architectural works created by architects in other ethnic regions.

“The creation idea comes from ‘Peach
Blossom Spring’“—Ming Pei [39]

“Ultra-oval pure, rigorous and romantic
beauty”—Andreu [39]

“Embodiment of empty space”—Tadao
Ando [39]
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5.2. The National Deep-Rooted Nature Is Unique

The national deep-rooted nature of the cotemporary architecture also has its particu-
larity which is mainly referred to as the features of national deep-rooted nature of different
architectures. It is non-substitutable and unique. Furthermore, it cannot be shifted casually,
eliminated and copied in an easy way. Each nation in the world has generated its own
cultural gene because of the difference of natural environment, blood, language, population,
and so on. Therefore, it is endowed with the unique features, unique advantages, and
unique flaws as well as its unique values.

Based on such genes of the national deep-rooted nature, the architecture created by
it is also irreplaceable and it is particularly obvious in traditional architecture. Modern
architecture is regarded as the product of industrial civilization. Many people do not
recognize its cultural specificity, not even to mention the deep-rooted nature. However,
we are able to review the difference between the German architecture and American
architecture in the preliminary period of the generation of contemporary architecture.
Taking the master of modern architecture as the case, the works of Mies van der Rohe show
us an open skeleton and neat appearance, flexible space and simple but exquisite details.
The driving force of his architecture comes from the principle of a sense of balance with
German classical style and the modern style of extreme minimalism, expressing the rigorous
and rational creation of the German people [40]. The grassland residential house and
organic building concept are used by Frank Lloyd Wright, a master of modern architecture
in the United States, to create the harmony of the base and nature, manifesting the nature
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of the material and the space of the dramatic and embodying American characteristics such
as democracy and freedom, practicality, and rationality [41]. Although they all belong to
modern architects, there is still an obvious difference between them.

5.3. The National Deep-Rooted Nature Is Stable and Sustainable

The deep-rooted nature of contemporary architecture is also endowed with the char-
acteristics of stability and sustainability. In the development process of architecture, the
stability and sustainability of national deep-rooted nature is always being penetrated in
it. It will be shifted, faded or eliminated easily with the migration of the creator, the trans-
formation of social forms, the shift of the time, and the change of geography. However, it
is not also unchangeable. It will change with the baptism of the age and “sedimentation”
of generations; however, the change is often not obvious. It is like a tree with deep root
system and prosperous leaves. Although it has undergone vicissitudes of life, its root of
life still exists.

The reason the national deep-rooted nature of architecture is endowed with stability
and sustainability is that the formation of the objective world of subjective consciousness
of architecture, nature, blood, language, population, and so on requires thousand years of
sedimentation. To explain it from a structural point of view, the driving force and principle
of architecture are the deep layer and axis layer for architectural design; what is more,
they are also the internal factors of architectural culture, which determines the formation,
variation, and heritage of architecture. Compared with the middle layer of architectural
culture—the surface layer of national and architectural culture—architectural form and
style, it is more stable and sustainable. If the shift of the architectural form and style does
not touch the driving force and principle of creation, the form and style will be continuously
inherited. Therefore, as the driving force of architectural creation and the gene that generate
ways of thinking, the deep-rooted nature has become the core of architectural culture and
ultimate reference with its stable and robust constitutive property.

The stability and sustainability of the national deep-rooted nature is often manifested
as subtle inheritance and continuity of architectural tradition internally while it is also man-
ifested as the relatively independence in the intertwining of architectural forms externally.
As the pre-existing thing of the subject consciousness, its unconscious forms have been
penetrated by the form, space, and aesthetics of architecture.

6. The Manifestation of National Deep-Rooted Nature of Contemporary
Architectural Culture

The national deep-rooted nature is the instinctive gene of a nation. It is like the
roots of a tree, invisible underground, but all the nutrition for the leaves is coming from
them. Likewise, it must be expressed in a phenomenon which is national emotion, cultural
cognition, national ideal and so on. The phenomenon will directly be applied in architecture
and manifested as form, space, and aesthetics.

6.1. The Manifestation of National Emotion in Architectural Forms

The most direct and external manifestation of the national deep-rooted nature is
national emotion. In the surviving and development process of a nation, the national
emotion and national mood are the instinctive genes with subjective and unconscious
behavior [42]. In the architectural activities of human beings, the most preliminary and
external form of manifestation directly reflected the emotion with the character of the
nation in the original form. In the process of the surviving and development process of a
nation, the members will generate pleasure, anger, sorrow and joy, hate and disgusting,
happiness and depression and other national emotions and moods. At the same time, the
feeling of them consists of a national emotion [43]. It is the emotional cognition and “the
feeling of the tacitness” formed by a nation on the basis of common region, economic life,
social life, and historical development. It is also closely related to religion and culture. In
the process of the generation and development of culture, the elements of the culture will
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be transformed into the psychological and emotional structure of individual, such as poetry,
drawing, architecture, and other specific forms. It not only constitutes the continuation and
development of forms, but also constitutes the emotional experience of the citizens [44].
The common ground of the emotional experience makes them much easier to communicate.
As an unconscious behavior and atmosphere, it is often refined in a specific group. The
common group of emotional experience is the most sensitive nerve of the citizens. The
emotion of a nation will directly reflect or refract their “national deep-rooted nature”.

Just as everything has two aspects, so does national emotion which not only has a
positive initiative, but also a negative effect. In the architectural activities of human beings,
national emotion, the external deep-rooted nature has a direct instructing significance for
the preliminary and external form of architecture.

The word form in architecture is understood as the temperament and quality mani-
fested by the architecture. Shape is the gesture and style which exists in real life; while the
pattern is the expression and modality of architecture which are reflected by the human
brain. It includes basic elements of body, surface, line, point, as well as the shape, color,
quality and quantity. There are three categories of understanding for the form of architec-
ture: “one refers to the external form; two is the dynamics and posture; the third one is the
analytical research under the exertion of subjective initiative and multiple factors” [45]. The
process of affection of architecture forms and national emotion is also the process perceived
by the individual of the nation. People are able to perceive the stimulation brought by the
multiple elements of architecture forms by observing and appreciating the architecture
and carrying out activities in the architecture. When the information is received, it will be
integrated and sorted out in the human brain so that people are able to be enlightened in
terms of architectural form by envision, comparison and contrast with the visual perception
being formed and moods being generated. Finally, it will form a certain form and emotional
mode. If the process is completed and become the creation principle for instructing the
architectural forms, it must meet the spiritual tendency of the human ethnical groups which
originates from the national deep-rooted nature.

The architectural form should not only meet the spiritual demands of people, but also
be consistent with the appearance of the architecture which is pervasively agreed to by the
citizens of that nation [46]. Otherwise, it will be recognized by the masses, while different
people with different cultures have different feelings to the same object, so architectural
form has a national deep-rooted nature and it is also one of the forms which can reflect a
national deep-rooted nature.

For example, in modern Japan, the architectural form has always been consistent
with geometry structure of architectural elements, the slender form from the traditional
architecture to contemporary architecture, at the same time, it also manifests the relatively
complicated psychology of the forms and so on, because the cautious, natural deep-rooted
nature of the Japanese nation has formed a certain cultural form [47,48]. It is easy to see
from Table 2 that the traditional Miaozhao temple in Niigata and the contemporary Kyoto
courtyard of Litiao’s famous painting have very obvious geometric architectural forms. The
traditional Kyoto residential house and the contemporary national new art center in Tokyo
show the slender conceptual form in the internal composition of architecture. In addition,
the architectural environment of Kyoto’s Nijo Castle and the contemporary N-House show
the importance of the overall natural form of architecture. The deep-rooted emotional
experience of the Japanese nation has made them “despise the substance cognition, be
strong in comprehensive thinking and be weak in independent analysis” when they create
by confronting architectural form; they also highlight vague and intuitive experience,
despite demonstration of logic and other thinking tendencies. Their architectural works
have the characteristics of imagery, intuition, ambiguity, integrity, and introversion [49].
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Table 2. The sketch of Japanese architecture.

Geometry Structure Slender form in Architecture Natural form of Architecture

Traditional architecture
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6.2. The Presentation of Cultural Cognition in Architectural Space

Cultural cognition is the overall opinion of the whole nation on the nature of the
world, the connections between different things, the relationship between people and the
world, the status and role of people in the world, and so on. To some extent, the nation
dominated by a kind of cognition will deal with problems according to the opinion formed
by such a cognition with the cultural specificity being formed as a result of this process.
The cultural specificity is reflected in the forms of consciousness and materialization in all
aspects of social groups and it will also feedback to society [50].

The architectural activities of human beings are adaptations between subjective con-
sciousnesses and the objective world multiple times over. The cultural characteristics of the
human groups who create the architecture are the important condition for the architecture
to obtain laws of movement and the cultural cognition of a national group is one of the
characteristics [51]. Moreover, cognition is in the central position of the system and the
architectural activities can effectively complete the construction and development only
if they are able to adapt, integrate, and melt into this kind of cognition. Therefore, the
cultural cognition of national groups of human beings manifests the subjective activities
by architecture form and endows the architecture with spiritual connotation. At the same
time, cultural cognition is a process of psychological organization in which objects are
perceived actively and the cognition is made selectively. It depends on the emotional
property manifested or conveyed by specific aesthetic objects with integrity, initiation,
emotion, and perception. The relationship between cultural cognition and creative thinking
in architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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In the long-term development process of architecture, different nations have their own
specific perceptions for architectural creation based on their living environment, historical
tradition, cultural background, and other factors; in particular, they have a variety of ways
of exploring the spatial forms of architecture so that the spatial interests and characteristics
with cultural characteristics used are the symbolized characteristics used to distinguish the
different architectural forms.

For example: the cultural cognition of Chinese people is endowed with a kind of the
doctrine of the mean, which comes from a geographical environment that was enclosed for
several thousands of years and a social environment in which Confucianism is respected
and imperial autocracy dominates, so cultural cognition has the characteristics of enclosure,
obedience, gentleness, and generosity, which are all the external manifestation of doctrine
of the mean [52]. This has an important effect on the cognition of Chinese people. Cognition
is further manifested as the special and timing cognition which advocates for harmony
between humans and nature, the integration of time and space and the interaction between
beings and nothingness, environment cognition which is formed naturally with five posi-
tions and four deities. The cognitions are transformed into a cognition concept in which
the stuff and self-ego are integrated in the process of architectural creation, expressing
the deep-rooted nature of the Chinese culture [53,54]. This concept in which the stuff and
self-ego are integrated is mainly manifested by spatial creation of architecture.

The cultural cognition of Chinese people, which advocates harmony between humans
and nature, the integration of time and space, and the interaction between beings and
nothingness is manifested as the internal and organic integration between space and subject,
space and human beings; furthermore, it is intangible and it is the integrity of continuous
movement in the result of integration between the “nothingness” which is indefinite and
“beings” which are the objects with a certain form, being elaborated by the Theory of Yin
and Yang [55]. From the perspective of the theory of Western contemporary architecture,
it is believed that the architectural space is the materialized existence form opposite to
the time and it is manifested as the square with length, width, and height [56,57]. Their
opinions are deep and speculative, highlighting pure reasoning, experience and practice,
which is quite different from those in Chinese world [58–60]. (Figure 3) The results are
triggered by the different cultural cognition which is rooted in the national deep-rooted
nature. The national deep-rooted nature makes them have different cognitions to space
which are manifested by creational space in architecture.

Chinese architects generally think that architectural space is generated by “nature”,
which means that “it is generated in the granted way” according to the particular envi-
ronment [45,61]. This is the inherent cultural cognition of Chinese people. Something
highlighted in the content is the human perceptional action for environment and the sub-
jective behavior endowed by the environment. Traditionally, Chinese people are eager to
imagine the architectural spatial environment as a kind of context (such as the practice
of meditation) in which a certain behavior will occur (the practice of meditation for life).
This behavior comes from the context and vice versa. The higher the artistic conception
is, the vaster and deeper the special the behavior of human beings will be [62]. Therefore,
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our architecture respects natural space from beginning to the end. There is no definite
dividing line between the traditional architectural space and the natural environment
which are required to interact with one another with the continuity of outdoor space being
countertraded so as to make the internal and external space be endowed with a vague
and unexpected feeling of space. For example, the Hall of Distant Fragrance, the Humble
Administrator’s Garden in China highlights the continuity of the internal and external
space, and the coordination between space and nature [63]. However, when we are study-
ing modern architecture, we are still accustomed to using the courtyard space, which is
integrated with space and adopting the traditional unreal, fuzzy space method to complete
the special feeling between human and architecture. In this way, the viewers are unable
to have a comprehensive understanding of the architecture so that their imagination is
exerted fully [64]. For example, Confucius Research Institute in Qufu designed by Mr. Wu
Liangyong integrated the traditional space of courtyard with the modern neat and clean
space [65]. In modern Chinese architecture, a sense of far-reaching feeling, a place of mobil-
ity and a continuous space which cannot be cut off are generally pursued. Furthermore,
it is explored positively in the process. For example, the Suzhou Museum designed by
Ming Pei reflects everywhere the theme that “generation” is “nature”, which is the main
principle of contemporary architectural space in China, swaying between the ambiguous
and slender architecturem and nature [66] (Table 3).
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6.3. The Performance of National Ideal in Architectural Aesthetics

The national ideal is the highest pursuit of the value of a nation and it is also a pure
form of the national “innate nature”. It is the common purpose of national emotion and
cultural cognition; it is the control and upgrading of practical activities within the deep
heart of the nation and the thinking style beyond general science and logic. It can penetrate
into the true nature of the nation and it contains the rational cognition of the inexorable
law and development trend of the objective world. It is the sustainable achievement which
is consistent with the law and in line with the purpose of creative imagination activities.
It belongs to the highest level of the form of consciousness and its basic features are the
unity of the subject and object, the future graphic character, innovation and transcendence,
the possibility of realization, etc. [67]. Every nation has its own highest ideal and all their
ideology is dominated by it.
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Table 3. Chinese architectural space highlights on the heritage of natural elements.

Development Phase Cultural Cognition Opinion of Architecture Representative
Architecture

Diagrammatic Presentation
of Cases

Ancient time

Natural cognition:
harmony between human
and nature, the integration
of time and space and, and

the integration between
beings and nothingness

It highlights the continuity
of the internal and

external space, as well as
the unexpected feeling of

space.

The natural space of the
Hall of Distant Fragrance,

the Humble
Administrator’s Garden
highlights coordination

between space and nature
[63].
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space being countertraded so as to make the internal and external space be endowed with 
a vague and unexpected feeling of space. For example, the Hall of Distant Fragrance, the 
Humble Administrator’s Garden in China highlights the continuity of the internal and 
external space, and the coordination between space and nature [63]. However, when we 
are studying modern architecture, we are still accustomed to using the courtyard space, 
which is integrated with space and adopting the traditional unreal, fuzzy space method 
to complete the special feeling between human and architecture. In this way, the viewers 
are unable to have a comprehensive understanding of the architecture so that their im-
agination is exerted fully [64]. For example, Confucius Research Institute in Qufu de-
signed by Mr. Wu Liangyong integrated the traditional space of courtyard with the 
modern neat and clean space [65]. In modern Chinese architecture, a sense of far-reaching 
feeling, a place of mobility and a continuous space which cannot be cut off are generally 
pursued. Furthermore, it is explored positively in the process. For example, the Suzhou 
Museum designed by Ming Pei reflects everywhere the theme that “generation” is “na-
ture”, which is the main principle of contemporary architectural space in China, sway-
ing between the ambiguous and slender architecturem and nature [66] (Table 3). 
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How is architectural aesthetic generated? This is a question of the general evolution
of architectural creative thinking under the influence of external factors. That is to say,
the development standard of architectural aesthetics depends on external factors that act
on the subject. The external factors come from nature, society and ethnic groups. The
historical development of these typical characteristics, which belongs to a certain range, has
become an independent and conscious aesthetic activity; therefore, it is also heightened to
the aesthetic of the consciousness dimension of the main body of architectural creation [68].

The aesthetic appreciation of architecture is the visible expression of the consciousness
of the cultural specificity, rising to the level of creative thinking, extracted and sorted on
purpose. It is also the perceptual manifestation the rational relationship of the unity of
opposites for the objective and subjective bodies. The aesthetic standard of architecture is
consistent with the cultural specificity of the nation [69]. In the externalized process, where
this ideal relationship depends on the materialized form, not only has the original root of
the ethnic characteristics been further strengthened but it is also endowed with a new way
of expression because it has a particular perceptual form as a transformation medium. This
new form of expression has become the scale of the pros and cons of ethnic groups after the
accumulation and precipitation. In architecture, it is related to the aesthetic consciousness
expressed by the external form. It is also the spiritual sustenance for the architecture to
become the art and its most deep layer is actually the national deep-rooted nature.

For example, the unique aesthetic expression of the Japanese nation uses the form
of sensibility to imitate everything in the universe and its laws so as to create a natural
beauty with universal appeal. The understanding of beauty in Japan can be summarized as
“sorrow to things”, “vanity and silence” and “mysterious profundity” [41,70]. The beauty of
nature constitutes the main body and the base of the Japanese aesthetic consciousness [71].
With beautiful natural scenery, Japan has engaged with the beauty of nature from the
dawn of the nation and has a deep love for nature and the special affection. The Japanese
cognition of architectural beauty is natural and the natural beauty has become the prototype
of aesthetic culture of Japanese architecture [72].
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In the post-modern period in the West, the word ecology is widely accepted by people
as a brand-new thinking pattern for architectural creation. It highlights the relationship
between human and architecture, nature and architecture, as well as the regeneration of
the building itself. Furthermore, the ecological structure and recycling use are regarded as
the standards for measuring the merits and defects of the various types of constructions.
It is in full compliance with the evaluation criteria of the architectural system from the
Japanese architectural tradition to the contemporary one. In such a background, the
transformation of ecological aesthetics of architecture has become the most basic principle
for the organic combination of ecology and nature pursued by Ando Tadao, Kengo Kuma,
Fujimori Terunobu, and other architects [73–76]. Furthermore, in the process of exploration
of architectural creation, the transformation of aesthetic consciousness from “pure natural
architecture” to “natural ecological architecture” is manifested. For example, Kengo Kuma
focuses on the relationships between architecture and human, architecture and nature, and
the ecological creative thinking of architectural functions, and his representative works
include Hiroshige Museum and Yusuhara Civic Centre [74]; Kisho Kurokawa advocates
the idea of symbiosis between man and nature, and symbiosis between architecture and
nature. His representative works include Nakagin Capsule Tower and Tokyo National Art
Center [77,78]; Hasegawa Itsuko advocates the space concept of “tolerance” and “symbiosis”
in architecture, and her representative works include Hunan Culture Center and Zhuzhou
Multiple Project Center [79] (Table 4).

Table 4. Natural and ecological architecture of Japanese architects.

Architect Creative Thinking of
Architecture Natural Architecture Ecological Architecture

Kengo Kuma

He focuses on the relationship
between architecture and

humans, and architecture and
nature. Lets the architecture
disappear into nature. It is

transformed from integration
in the form to ecology of

architectural functions [74].
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7. Conclusions

Just as the famous architect Marcus Vitruvius Pollio of the Rome times said: “Archi-
tecture is a reflection of human nature” [80,81]. The reason architecture can considered
art rather than an object is that people are different, while there is also tradition deeply
rooted in the nation which exists prior to the birth of any individual. That is the so-called
“national deep-rooted nature”.

The writing process of this paper is also the process for the author to perceive the
creative thoughts and ideas for the development of contemporary architecture. It is found
that most of the research on the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture is limited to
the cultural specificity being promoted or not or its manifestation form in architecture after
some literature are collected, sorted, and researched. There is less research on the topic as to
why contemporary architecture is endowed with cultural specificity. Therefore, this paper
takes the causes of the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture as the research
objectives, and using the formal logic deduction method, demonstrates it in combination
with theories of architecture and sociology. Then the concept that architecture has national
deep-rooted nature is put forward. It also discusses the combination of national emotion,
cultural cognition, and national ideals with the expression of contemporary architectural
form, space, and aesthetics. Based on detailed research on the cultural specificity and
national deep-rooted nature of architecture, it is summarized that in the contemporary
architectural circle, the phenomenon of cultural specificity is a direct result influenced by
the national deep-rooted nature; furthermore, it also digs deeply into the national core
supporting this form, as well as the national emotions, cultural cognition and national
ideals manifested by the contemporary architectural form, space, and aesthetics. Finally, it
is deduced that the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture is the accumulation of
the national mentality, a kind of shift between consciousness and non-consciousness, as
well as the dynamic process gradually formed, and it is the result of the primitive national
deep-rooted nature. On this basis, this paper draws the following innovative conclusions.
(1) Taking the cultural specificity of contemporary architecture as the breakthrough point,
this paper puts forward the theoretical connotation of the national deep-rooted nature of
contemporary architecture. (2) From the national emotion, cultural cognition and aesthetic
ideal to find out the expression form of national deep-rooted nature to affect cultural
specificity of contemporary architecture, determine its influencing factors, and judge the
correlation with variables in architectural form, culture, and aesthetics. Then we further
put forward the possible expected research in the future: (1) In this paper, contemporary
architectural creation theory is based on the cultural specificity of architecture as the
breakthrough point and contemporary architectural creation as the research objective. This
paper argues that the national deep-rooted nature of architecture is universal, it is not only
reflected in contemporary architectural creation, and architecture in other periods should
also have a national deep-rooted nature. Therefore, further research on it has the potential
to improve the theoretical system of national deep-rooted nature of architecture. (2) The
concept and connotation of the national deep-rooted nature of contemporary architecture
needs to be further explored and developed in the future. The national deep-rooted nature
of architecture is a philosophical problem related to ideology. As an architectural theory, it
should have a standard terminology. At this stage, it can only be temporarily defined as
”national deep-rooted nature” in ethnology, and it is necessary and urgent to further clarify,
standardize, and develop this theory in the future.
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